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Abstract 

The municipalities have, as a primary responsibility, the administrative management of their territory. The use of geographic 
information systems (GIS) and orthophoto maps can help to handle this task. One of the great difficulties they face is related to the 
continuous and quick changes that the territory suffers, and whose inspection is challenging to support. An example of this is the 
maintenance of the swimming pool registration system, in order to validate or license them. Indeed, it requires a substantial manual 
intervention, yet. This paper describes a system prototype for helping on detecting swimming pools on aerial images. It explores 
and integrates artificial intelligence (AI), systems integration, GIS, and data visualization. The AI improves the detection of objects, 
and middleware supports the integration of the detection results with other municipality systems for georeferencing and private 
property data licensing data crossing. To the innovative interoperability services, visualization libraries were explored, and an 
advanced visualization and analysis system was constructed. A dataset of aerial images of swimming pools and correspondent 
classification metadata was created. The model was trained with several convolutional neural networks in order to obtain and 
compare the precision results. The more accurate model is described. 
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1. Introduction 

The Municipalities have, as a primary responsibility, the administrative management of their territory. Controlling 
constructions of buildings, roads, and others, are topics that fit that concern. Many information systems are used, many 
are not integrated, and many processes still are manually done. Indeed, the possibility of having inconsistencies or 
overly bureaucratic procedures is a fact. Nevertheless, they already have Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and 
orthophoto maps of their regions, that, if correctly used, can help to handle necessary interoperability procedures.  
One of the great difficulties Municipalities face is related to the continuum and quick change that the territory suffers, 
and whose inspection is difficult to support. This happens, for instance, with the maintenance of the swimming pools 
registration service, where, in order to validate or license, it still requires considerable human participation. 
This paper describes the project to design and prototype a system for detecting and classifying of constructions 
(swimming pool) on the Municipally, based on the integration and processing of information coming from multiple 
sources. Globally the system accomplishes the following main components: i) orthophoto image processing for 
swimming pools detection; ii) Municipal information systems integration and iii) visualization and characterization 
of illegal constructions. The object detection was supported by Deep Learning algorithms and ETL processes allow 
the integration with other required information systems. Indeed, the main goal is to get an integrated solution that 
accelerates the identification of not authorized swimming pools. The project requirements, the system architecture, 
the prototype, and the analysis of the results obtained are presented. The paper is structured as follows. Section two 
presents the essential background related to artificial intelligence involved in image processing and the relevant state 
of the art of the domain. Section three presents the engineering process that sustained the prototype development, 
flowed by section four, where the prototype exploration and obtained results are exposed. The paper finishes with 
further work and conclusions in section five.  

2. Background 

The research was done over scientific articles of high impact factor (IF), as well as in publications and scientific 
reports from:  Proceedings of international conferences; Annals of Regional Science;  Reviews of renowned entities 
(Harvard Business Review); Science platforms (IEEE Computer Society; IEEE/CVF,  ResearchGate, Google 
Academics ) and also the archive of Cornell University  (arXiv.org). The main topics explored were: DataSets of 
images and classification, Artificial Intelligence foundations for image analysis, Deep Learning in object detection, 
and existing solutions for the domain. 

2.1.  DataSets and Images classification 

For learning object detection, a vast quantity of images is required. The more images there are, the better the model 
training preparation will be. Hence the relevance to check the existence of appropriate images on existing images 
repositories. Image datasets group images and corresponding metadata of classification. In ImageNet, an example of 
such platforms, images are organized hierarchically according to WordNet. Each image is described by one or more 
words, or even phrases, known as "synonym set" or "synset"  [1]. Labelme [2] is another extended image dataset 
created by the  MIT Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Laboratory (CSAIL), that includes images, 
annotations, and tagged objects. MS COCO is a large-scale extended dataset of detections, segmentations, annotations 
(labels), and tagged images [3]. Google's Open Images [4] is a  dataset of web addresses for images that have been 
tagged and covering multiple categories. Table 1 summarizes the more relevant information of the dataset platforms 
analyzed in terms of objects in images, categories, type of use, and quantity of tagged objects. 

Table 1 – Comparing image datasets platforms 

Platform Objects in images Labeled Categories Type of Use 
ImageNet 14 197 122 1 034 908 20 000 Free 
Ms Coco 1 500 000 200 000 91 Free 

G. Open Image 15 851 536 36 464 560 19 959 Free 
LabelMe 658 992 62 197 8 Free 

 
Besides the existence of significant datasets of images, none has aerial images with swimming pools, the main “object” 

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.procs.2021.01.301&domain=pdf
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this project intends to detect. Unfortunately, this fact forced the creation of a new dataset of images for our artificial 
intelligence model training. 

2.2. Artificial Intelligence and Objects Detection 

In addition to the automated processes, more and more people are investing in "teaching" computers to "learn" in a 
more natural way, just like humans or animals, as is the case, for example, with pattern recognition [5]. Everything 
started in 1943 when the Neuroscientist Warren McCulloch and the Mathematician Walter Pitts, proposed the first 
formal definition of Artificial Neural Network (ANN), to simulate and implement the behavior and capacity of our 
brain, the so-called Artificial Intelligence (AI). The current ANN (usually abbreviated only by NN) that are the basis 
of the "innovative" AI algorithms of Deep Learning, still use these statistical learning methods. The real innovation 
is, however, more related to the capacity of the NN to scale, facing the vast amount of data that is possible to obtain 
nowadays. Paraphrasing Browne (2019), "(...) This is something of a Sorcerer's Apprentice story as deep neural 
networks are now at risk of learning patterns that the programmer does not intend (...)". 
The main goal of Machine Learning (ML) is to help software to perform a particular task, minimizing the need to 
specify a certain specific programming rule, something that, in traditional software programs, must be done explicitly 
by programmers. Deep Learning (DL), a type of ML algorithms, try to mimic the human perception, inspired by the 
human brain, and the connection between neurons, the basis of human learning [7].  
With the rising interest in the use of object detection technology in real-world scenarios, such as autonomous vehicles, 
intelligent video surveillance, facial recognition systems, people counting applications, among others, increased the 
search for fast and accurate object detection systems. These systems try not only to recognize and classify objects but 
also to get their correct position in the source input (images or others). 
The most successful approaches to object detection are currently extensions of image classification models (Single 
Shot Multibox Detector (SSD) with MobileNets, SSD with Inception V2, Region-Based Fully Convolutional Networks 
(R-FCN) with Resnet 101, Faster RCNN with Resnet 101, Faster RCNN with Inception Resnet v2, YOLO and 
Retinanet)[8]. 
The object detection API that Google has released for Tensorflow incorporated some of these models. However, the 
Faster R-CNN model, as the top on deep learning object detection, was the focus of this research. This model derives 
from Fast R-CNN and the Region-based Convolutional Neural Network (R-CNN) models. For better understanding, a 
particular explanation is required. R-CNN works through three main steps: i) scanning images for only possible objects 
(proposals of regions) using a selective search algorithm; ii) run a convolutional neural network (CNN) on each 
possible object and iii) feed the result of each CNN with a Support Vector Machine (SVM) to sort the regions detected 
and fitting better the object bounding box. Indeed, object detection becomes an image classification problem that, 
although quite intuitive, takes a long time [9]. Fast R-CNN, in turn, improved the detection speed with two main 
changes: i) performs the extraction of features on the image before proposing regions, running only one CNN over 
every image (instead of 2000 CNNs over 2000 overlapping regions in R-CNN); ii) replace the SVM with a softmax 
layer, extending the neural network to predictions, rather than creating a new model [10]. Even with better 
performance, in Fast R-CNN remains significant congestion in the selective research process, making it a very time-
consuming phase. The Faster R-CNN replaces the time-consuming selective search algorithm with an algorithm that 
lets the network learn the region proposals. According to [11],  “(…) instead of using selective search algorithm on 
the feature map to identify the region proposals, a separate network is used to predict the region proposals. The 
predicted region proposals are then reshaped using a RoI pooling layer which is then used to classify the image within 
the proposed region and predict the offset values for the bounding boxes (…)”. 

2.3. Detecting Swimming pools: state of the art 

Some of the identified solutions working with swimming pool detection were experimented, and the results were 
analyzed. ERSI (2018) is a company specialized in developing solutions for geographic information systems that 
integrate artificial intelligence to perform image analysis. After the experiences, detections that do not correspond to 
pools (false positive) and pools that have not been detected (false negatives) were found. DigitalGlobe developed 
PoolNet in 2016, using DL with a CNN to classify in satellite images properties containing swimming pools. In this 
case, some identified polygons represented properties that do not contain swimming pools. It contains inaccuracies 
mainly on green-colored pools, trees, and problems with the relationship between detection and the property's 
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demarcated polygon [13]. Another work considered as a reference in the field of geospatial analysis is the Orfeo 
ToolBox [14]. It is an open-source project for the detection and processing of image areas that can process optical, 
multispectral, and high-resolution radar images. It allows performing various types of analysis on images, like image-
to-image interpretation operations, land coverage mapping, and image enhancement. Despite the possibilities it offers, 
the use with Tensorflow still lacks improvements for the detection of objects in aerial images [15]. Another open-
source framework for deep learning in satellite images and named areas is Raster Vision. It allows the construction of 
computer vision models in sets of satellite, aerial and other types of images in large formats [16]. 
Literature has engaging comparing exercises of these models and platforms [8], [17]. According to those studies, all 
approaches can still be improved.  

3. Swimming Pool Detection 

The detection, classification, and georeferencing of distinct objects on images, requires the integration of different 
systems. The developed system supports the following features: i) import GeoTIFF images and process them in a 
trained  model to detect objects classified as swimming pools; ii) georeferencing the coordinates of the detected objects 
in these images; and iii) integrate these results with data from geographic layers related to construction licenses and 
parcels in the Municipality in order to validate whether there is a license for that purpose. Figure 1 presents the system 
architecture with the main components involved. 

Figure 1: System Architecture 
 
The designed architecture intends to maintain the capacity to integrate with other existing systems, namely 

supporting importing mechanisms (images, data from other systems) and exporting data (Services API). For instance,  
to integrate with the Municipality's ERP system and the WMS that will support the provision of geographic data for 
the visualization interface.  

The overall process of this work involved two main phases: i) detecting and classifying swimming pools on 
municipality aerial images and ii) integrate that data with other municipality information systems. Each of these steps 
is described in the following sections. 

3.1. The Artificial Intelligence model 

An AI process application resides in a model (steps to follow to get a specific purpose) created from sample data 
(training data), in order to get the expected “intelligence”. For instance, Deep Learning (DL), a subset of AI and ML 
derivation, makes predictions or decisions without being explicitly programmed to do so. Since DL was the base AI 
process explored in this work, the creation of efficient training data (from a dataset of aerial images) and the training 
itself, were the required steps.  

Once existing, the DL model can be autonomously used over a new set of data that, although being not part of the 
existing knowledge base, its learning base can “recognize”. If there is a model, the learning capacity exists. 

3.1.1. Training Data 

In order to create a swimming pool analysis system, it is necessary to have a set of data that allows training (i.e., 
creating) the DL model in this type of detections. For this research, it was not possible to obtain a complete prepared 
dataset for swimming pools, so a new one started from an available partial dataset in the Open Kaggle database. Since 
this dataset was not cataloged yet, it was necessary to perform a pre-processing in order to label the class of pools, as 
well as the bounding boxes of the objects contained in each image. Therefore, the creation of a knowledge base 
involved the preparation of the dataset, the identification where objects of interest are located as well as its 
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lets the network learn the region proposals. According to [11],  “(…) instead of using selective search algorithm on 
the feature map to identify the region proposals, a separate network is used to predict the region proposals. The 
predicted region proposals are then reshaped using a RoI pooling layer which is then used to classify the image within 
the proposed region and predict the offset values for the bounding boxes (…)”. 

2.3. Detecting Swimming pools: state of the art 

Some of the identified solutions working with swimming pool detection were experimented, and the results were 
analyzed. ERSI (2018) is a company specialized in developing solutions for geographic information systems that 
integrate artificial intelligence to perform image analysis. After the experiences, detections that do not correspond to 
pools (false positive) and pools that have not been detected (false negatives) were found. DigitalGlobe developed 
PoolNet in 2016, using DL with a CNN to classify in satellite images properties containing swimming pools. In this 
case, some identified polygons represented properties that do not contain swimming pools. It contains inaccuracies 
mainly on green-colored pools, trees, and problems with the relationship between detection and the property's 
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demarcated polygon [13]. Another work considered as a reference in the field of geospatial analysis is the Orfeo 
ToolBox [14]. It is an open-source project for the detection and processing of image areas that can process optical, 
multispectral, and high-resolution radar images. It allows performing various types of analysis on images, like image-
to-image interpretation operations, land coverage mapping, and image enhancement. Despite the possibilities it offers, 
the use with Tensorflow still lacks improvements for the detection of objects in aerial images [15]. Another open-
source framework for deep learning in satellite images and named areas is Raster Vision. It allows the construction of 
computer vision models in sets of satellite, aerial and other types of images in large formats [16]. 
Literature has engaging comparing exercises of these models and platforms [8], [17]. According to those studies, all 
approaches can still be improved.  

3. Swimming Pool Detection 

The detection, classification, and georeferencing of distinct objects on images, requires the integration of different 
systems. The developed system supports the following features: i) import GeoTIFF images and process them in a 
trained  model to detect objects classified as swimming pools; ii) georeferencing the coordinates of the detected objects 
in these images; and iii) integrate these results with data from geographic layers related to construction licenses and 
parcels in the Municipality in order to validate whether there is a license for that purpose. Figure 1 presents the system 
architecture with the main components involved. 

Figure 1: System Architecture 
 
The designed architecture intends to maintain the capacity to integrate with other existing systems, namely 

supporting importing mechanisms (images, data from other systems) and exporting data (Services API). For instance,  
to integrate with the Municipality's ERP system and the WMS that will support the provision of geographic data for 
the visualization interface.  

The overall process of this work involved two main phases: i) detecting and classifying swimming pools on 
municipality aerial images and ii) integrate that data with other municipality information systems. Each of these steps 
is described in the following sections. 

3.1. The Artificial Intelligence model 

An AI process application resides in a model (steps to follow to get a specific purpose) created from sample data 
(training data), in order to get the expected “intelligence”. For instance, Deep Learning (DL), a subset of AI and ML 
derivation, makes predictions or decisions without being explicitly programmed to do so. Since DL was the base AI 
process explored in this work, the creation of efficient training data (from a dataset of aerial images) and the training 
itself, were the required steps.  

Once existing, the DL model can be autonomously used over a new set of data that, although being not part of the 
existing knowledge base, its learning base can “recognize”. If there is a model, the learning capacity exists. 

3.1.1. Training Data 

In order to create a swimming pool analysis system, it is necessary to have a set of data that allows training (i.e., 
creating) the DL model in this type of detections. For this research, it was not possible to obtain a complete prepared 
dataset for swimming pools, so a new one started from an available partial dataset in the Open Kaggle database. Since 
this dataset was not cataloged yet, it was necessary to perform a pre-processing in order to label the class of pools, as 
well as the bounding boxes of the objects contained in each image. Therefore, the creation of a knowledge base 
involved the preparation of the dataset, the identification where objects of interest are located as well as its 
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characteristics (labeling for attaching meaning).  
The preparation of the dataset included a set of images from existing aerial photographs 
from the Redlands area in California. These images were in JPG format with a height of 
224px and 224px wide without any type of georeferencing (Figure 2). To identify the 
image characteristics, first, a manual process selected the objects of interest, then specific 
characteristics of each object were noted (tagging). This procedure aims to select the 
bounding area of the object, to classify the object (swimming pool, house, road), resulting 
in a set of metadata (XML annotation) of the image. This process must be more or less 
detailed, if a more or less rich knowledge base and, in turn, more or less accurate process, 
is expected. The ground truth was collected by the annotations to the objects and their 
positions (x,y) in the image with a bounding box. It reflects the classification and 
detection set of one or more objects. 

3.1.2. Training and Testing 

The training model was realized on Faster R-CNN Inception V2 with a mean average precision (mAP) of 69%, 
YOLOv3-SPP darknet53 backbone with a mAP of 80%, and Keras-Retinanet with a mAP of 83%. Since Keras-
Retinanet was the highest accuracy index training, it was the selected one to use in the remaining process (systems 
integration). Being all training processes similar, we only describe the one executed on Keras-Retinatet-Resnet50. 
Usually, preparing data for training involves randomly dividing the dataset into two slots: training data: part of the 
data with which the model is trained. Depending on the amount of data, it is recommended to randomly select between 
70% to 90% of the training dataset; and ii) test data: part of the data on which the model is tested. It typically represents 
10% to 30% of the dataset. To better ensure results, it is important not to include the same image in the training data 
and test data simultaneously. 
To prepare the training data, the labeling format of the dataset (in PascalVOC format) needed to be converted to the 
Keras system CSV file. Two annotation files were required: the first one containing the path, the bounding box and 
the class name for each image (“path/to/image.jpg,x1,x1,x2,y2,className”); the second one with the name of the class 
and its id (“Piscina,0”).  
Since Keras-Retinanet uses Resnet neural network, in order to obtain better results, it is recommended to use pre-
trained models, such as resnet50, with specific training parameters. To test the object detector (i.e., the created model), 
a Jupyter notebook was created. Several new images and their varying sizes were used. After the test logs analysis, it 
was possible to gauge that the average accuracy is slightly above 83%. 

3.1.3. Swimming pool detection and georeferencing 

As the GeoTIFF images (raster) have a high resolution (23529x14706px), mosaics 
(1450x840px) were cut from images, while keeping the metadata and scale 
information. For the swimming pool detection process, it was necessary to convert 
the location coordinates (x,y) to a Coordinates Reference System (CRS) relative to 
the orthophoto map. In order to represent the real world, GIS works like a stack of 
layers, as Figure 3 presents. 

The adopted methodology was based on the following rule: if in the upper layer 
of polygons there is the representation of the detected pools and in the next layer the 
plots of land and buildings, the intersection of the three layers makes possible to 
check if the point detected has a contained pool there.  

 

 
Figure 3: Stack of layers in GIS 

[18] 

A method to identify the object coordinates in the decimal system (longitude, latitude) was developed. It receives, 
as input parameters, the mosaic of the image where the object was detected, the coordinates of the bounding box of 
the object in the image, the index of generation, and the object detection percentage value of confidence. The use of 
the API OSGEO completed the georeferencing process. After processing the image, the detection and georeferencing 
system obtains results with a particular confidence level. 

Figure 2: Sample image of 
swimming pools 
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3.2. Integration with Municipality Systems 

It was necessary to proceed with the integration of the detection results with other existing municipality information 
systems. A system architecture, with two logical components, was defined to deal with: i) georeferenced information 
(layers) of plots of land and buildings where the polygons were found; and ii) the management Municipality system, 
information about construction processes, the parcels, and the property owners. 

The Municipality does not have a register of what buildings have licensed pools, having relevant information 
spread in various systems. In order to get all that information, an ETL process was implemented, merging the data 
from tables (Figure 4). 

 
Figure 4: The ETL process 

The extraction process relates data between tables and performs some filtering to obtain the data of the “pool 
areas” and sorts the results in ascending order. In the results, the owner of the construction process and his address are 
identified. The resulting objects are uploaded to a collection in a Mongo database. 

3.2.1. Pools validation 

During the pool detection, parcel and construction layers of the Municipality's GIS were loaded. The layers, in 
addition to the geometric information, have more attributes. If the confidence is greater than 30% in the detection 
process (previously defined value), the system checks if the intersection of the pool coordinates is contained in the 
polygons of the plot and construction layers. Also, during this validation process, the system checks whether the 
construction layer is contained in the geometrically shaped parcel layer. 

Having the detection, georeferencing and validation processes concluded, a GeoJson file is generated with the 
information about the owner, pool validation (if it exists in the system), the mosaic where the pool was detected from, 
and the detection’s confidence value (Figure 5). 

 
Figure 5: Portion of the geojson content 

3.3. Frontend for Visualization and Analysis 

Figure 6: Main user interface Figure 7: Detailed information for a detected pool 

For the interaction system, graphical user interface principles and heuristics were followed in order to facilitate 
human-machine interaction [19], having the Leaflet JavaScript library being explored on interactive maps.  
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detailed, if a more or less rich knowledge base and, in turn, more or less accurate process, 
is expected. The ground truth was collected by the annotations to the objects and their 
positions (x,y) in the image with a bounding box. It reflects the classification and 
detection set of one or more objects. 
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The training model was realized on Faster R-CNN Inception V2 with a mean average precision (mAP) of 69%, 
YOLOv3-SPP darknet53 backbone with a mAP of 80%, and Keras-Retinanet with a mAP of 83%. Since Keras-
Retinanet was the highest accuracy index training, it was the selected one to use in the remaining process (systems 
integration). Being all training processes similar, we only describe the one executed on Keras-Retinatet-Resnet50. 
Usually, preparing data for training involves randomly dividing the dataset into two slots: training data: part of the 
data with which the model is trained. Depending on the amount of data, it is recommended to randomly select between 
70% to 90% of the training dataset; and ii) test data: part of the data on which the model is tested. It typically represents 
10% to 30% of the dataset. To better ensure results, it is important not to include the same image in the training data 
and test data simultaneously. 
To prepare the training data, the labeling format of the dataset (in PascalVOC format) needed to be converted to the 
Keras system CSV file. Two annotation files were required: the first one containing the path, the bounding box and 
the class name for each image (“path/to/image.jpg,x1,x1,x2,y2,className”); the second one with the name of the class 
and its id (“Piscina,0”).  
Since Keras-Retinanet uses Resnet neural network, in order to obtain better results, it is recommended to use pre-
trained models, such as resnet50, with specific training parameters. To test the object detector (i.e., the created model), 
a Jupyter notebook was created. Several new images and their varying sizes were used. After the test logs analysis, it 
was possible to gauge that the average accuracy is slightly above 83%. 

3.1.3. Swimming pool detection and georeferencing 

As the GeoTIFF images (raster) have a high resolution (23529x14706px), mosaics 
(1450x840px) were cut from images, while keeping the metadata and scale 
information. For the swimming pool detection process, it was necessary to convert 
the location coordinates (x,y) to a Coordinates Reference System (CRS) relative to 
the orthophoto map. In order to represent the real world, GIS works like a stack of 
layers, as Figure 3 presents. 

The adopted methodology was based on the following rule: if in the upper layer 
of polygons there is the representation of the detected pools and in the next layer the 
plots of land and buildings, the intersection of the three layers makes possible to 
check if the point detected has a contained pool there.  
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A method to identify the object coordinates in the decimal system (longitude, latitude) was developed. It receives, 
as input parameters, the mosaic of the image where the object was detected, the coordinates of the bounding box of 
the object in the image, the index of generation, and the object detection percentage value of confidence. The use of 
the API OSGEO completed the georeferencing process. After processing the image, the detection and georeferencing 
system obtains results with a particular confidence level. 
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3.2. Integration with Municipality Systems 

It was necessary to proceed with the integration of the detection results with other existing municipality information 
systems. A system architecture, with two logical components, was defined to deal with: i) georeferenced information 
(layers) of plots of land and buildings where the polygons were found; and ii) the management Municipality system, 
information about construction processes, the parcels, and the property owners. 

The Municipality does not have a register of what buildings have licensed pools, having relevant information 
spread in various systems. In order to get all that information, an ETL process was implemented, merging the data 
from tables (Figure 4). 
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The extraction process relates data between tables and performs some filtering to obtain the data of the “pool 
areas” and sorts the results in ascending order. In the results, the owner of the construction process and his address are 
identified. The resulting objects are uploaded to a collection in a Mongo database. 

3.2.1. Pools validation 

During the pool detection, parcel and construction layers of the Municipality's GIS were loaded. The layers, in 
addition to the geometric information, have more attributes. If the confidence is greater than 30% in the detection 
process (previously defined value), the system checks if the intersection of the pool coordinates is contained in the 
polygons of the plot and construction layers. Also, during this validation process, the system checks whether the 
construction layer is contained in the geometrically shaped parcel layer. 

Having the detection, georeferencing and validation processes concluded, a GeoJson file is generated with the 
information about the owner, pool validation (if it exists in the system), the mosaic where the pool was detected from, 
and the detection’s confidence value (Figure 5). 

 
Figure 5: Portion of the geojson content 

3.3. Frontend for Visualization and Analysis 

Figure 6: Main user interface Figure 7: Detailed information for a detected pool 

For the interaction system, graphical user interface principles and heuristics were followed in order to facilitate 
human-machine interaction [19], having the Leaflet JavaScript library being explored on interactive maps.  
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The web application user interface is simple and clear so that any employee of the Municipality can use it quickly 
and efficiently. In order to have a less visual agglomeration of indicators, an organizer was created to group pools 
(clusters) (Figure 6). When a particular group is selected or when zooming on the map, the groups break down 
into smaller sets, and more detailed information is presented. When mouse-hovering a pool marker, the confidence is 
presented. When clicking on the marker, all relevant information is displayed (Figure 7), and the possibility to 
immediately access related information on the Municipality's management application is allowed.  

4. Prototype application results 

The model was trained in 2370 polygons containing pools, therefore with 2370 steps and 30 test cycles. The test 
performed obtained an accuracy of 83%. After manual inspection, some results were false positives and other false 
negatives, i.e., places identified as swimming pools, but are not, and places not identified that are, indeed, pools. These 
problems can be related to factors as pools partially covered (trees, tarpaulins, others), empty pools, relatively small 
pools, surrounding areas without grass, unusual shapes, among others, or even images that only contain three color 
channels (RGB).  

During the integration with the system of the Municipality, 432 objects were detected and georeferenced as 
swimming pools. The system was programmed to accept results only with confidence between 30% and 100%. It was 
possible to validate 55 detections registered with the construction area for the pool, considered licensed. The remaining 
377 identifications were not registered in the Municipality database (Table 2). 

Table 2 - Results of detection and georeferencing 

Pools 
 

Detection confidence  
30% to 40% 40% to 50% 50% to 60% 60% to 70% 70% to 80% 80% to 90% 90% to 100% Total 

Licensed 2 1 2 1 3 2 44 55 
Qty Registration 24 24 21 17 13 22 256 377 

 
Analysing the results, a large percentage of detected pools have no record in the management system of private 

works in the Municipality, which reveals the relevance of this research project. Given that most pools were detected 
at the highest level of confidence (90% to 100%), we can conclude that the trained model had a reasonable degree of 
certainty. 

5. Conclusions and Future work 

The Municipality is aware that many civil constructions might not be legal. Achieving certainty is not easy, it 
requires efforts that are difficult to support. The private swimming pool is such a case. The goal of getting new tools 
to help this task was the main practical goal of this research project. 

Exploring Deep Learning processes for swimming pool detection on aerial images and integrating existing 
municipality information systems for the detection validation, were the guidelines for all the process. 

A functional architecture to support swimming pool detection was designed. A set of logical components was 
specified and developed: i) component for image preparation and processing; ii) component for training and testing 
the Artificial Intelligence processes;  iii) component for Integration with the ERP and the Municipality's Geographic 
Information System; and iv) component for interaction and visualization. 

The obtained results have shown the relevance and usefulness of such a system, which reveals, with an accuracy 
of 83%, a significative number of illegal or unknown swimming pools detected. 

Even if false positives and negatives appeared, the process should continue to be improved. More tests should be 
done in different regions to reinforce the learning model. For false negatives mitigation, for instance, the additional 
use of an infrared channel could be used to check the color spectrum and, thus, the existence of water [20].  
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The web application user interface is simple and clear so that any employee of the Municipality can use it quickly 
and efficiently. In order to have a less visual agglomeration of indicators, an organizer was created to group pools 
(clusters) (Figure 6). When a particular group is selected or when zooming on the map, the groups break down 
into smaller sets, and more detailed information is presented. When mouse-hovering a pool marker, the confidence is 
presented. When clicking on the marker, all relevant information is displayed (Figure 7), and the possibility to 
immediately access related information on the Municipality's management application is allowed.  

4. Prototype application results 
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problems can be related to factors as pools partially covered (trees, tarpaulins, others), empty pools, relatively small 
pools, surrounding areas without grass, unusual shapes, among others, or even images that only contain three color 
channels (RGB).  
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swimming pools. The system was programmed to accept results only with confidence between 30% and 100%. It was 
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The Municipality is aware that many civil constructions might not be legal. Achieving certainty is not easy, it 
requires efforts that are difficult to support. The private swimming pool is such a case. The goal of getting new tools 
to help this task was the main practical goal of this research project. 

Exploring Deep Learning processes for swimming pool detection on aerial images and integrating existing 
municipality information systems for the detection validation, were the guidelines for all the process. 

A functional architecture to support swimming pool detection was designed. A set of logical components was 
specified and developed: i) component for image preparation and processing; ii) component for training and testing 
the Artificial Intelligence processes;  iii) component for Integration with the ERP and the Municipality's Geographic 
Information System; and iv) component for interaction and visualization. 

The obtained results have shown the relevance and usefulness of such a system, which reveals, with an accuracy 
of 83%, a significative number of illegal or unknown swimming pools detected. 

Even if false positives and negatives appeared, the process should continue to be improved. More tests should be 
done in different regions to reinforce the learning model. For false negatives mitigation, for instance, the additional 
use of an infrared channel could be used to check the color spectrum and, thus, the existence of water [20].  
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